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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Democratic society is committed to the program of
educating all children of all the people regardless of
their intellectual level. Every child would be educated to develop his fullest capabilities so that he
can live a happy, useful life. This does not mean
that the educational system can educate all by the
same methods or to the same levels of achievement.
Through appropriate education, however, even those
at the lower level can be aided. l
Problem
The problem is to select printed reading materials which
may be appropriate for use in teaching reading to seventh
and eighth grade students who are divided into three groups:
slow, average, and fast learners.
Need for the Study
For many years, the writer has felt a need for finding
solutions to this problem.

In most schools, all students

have been classified by grades according to chronological
age, and given the same material, regardless of meed, interest, or ability to assimilate information.

The entire pro-

gram has often been "geared" below average, in order to
accommodate a very samll per cent of the slow-learning pupils;
lsamuel A. Kirk, Teachinf Reading to Slow-Learning
Children (Chicago: Houghton Mfrlin Company;-I940), p. 13.
1

2

thereby causing less et'ficient work to be done by most students, a general lack of interest and attention, incentive
and ap1bition.
The writer believes that merely dividing the children
on the basis ot' ability serves no particular purpose unless,
at the srune time, the material taught is suited to those
abilities.
One method employed to meet this situation is the plan
of maintaining separate schools;

one school offering a wide

range of terminal courses including special courses with
educational material adapted to slow learners; the other
school limiting its curriculum largely to traditional classic
courses.
Another method is to divide the children into groups
called accelerated groups, but use the same material, covering the same work more rapidly in the accelerated groups
than in the slower ones.
A third method is to attempt to deal with individual
differences, with students of all levels in the same classroom.

The writer contends, however, that merely giving the

"brightertt students more work to do while the teacher gives
more time to the slower students, is unjust, and that it tends
to wear out the incentive for achievement before col,lege education can begin.
In answer to the argument that the slower pupil learns
from the superior student, the writer is concerned about

3
what etfect this uninspiring atmosphere has upon the superior
student.

He ms.y b,ecome bored; sit impatiently through a slow

and perhaps dull recitation, do most of the reciting, , and be
given extra work to do, as an incentive.

His whole attitude

toward work and toward life may be altered.

It he is a sincere

intent child, he may burn up his nervous energy and incentive
tor accomplishment.

If he is a talented or interested person,

tull of enthusiasm and eager to learn, he may quickly lose
interest and become disgusted with school if he teels that he
is constantly being held back.

Another student, seeing how

little the rest of the class does, may feel that it is not
necessary to do more than the minimum amount of work.

Soon

he may becom.e a disciplinary problem, even though he is a
very capable person.

This procedure denies the gifted or

superior childfs developing his potential abilities, and
consequently, may be penalizing the leadership of our country.
Dolchl concludes, "The most unfortunate results, perhaps, of
6ur neglect are the poor work habits that the bright child
usually learns during his school life."
The needs and interests of the accelerated or a.verage
student may be met when he can value the humanizing influenee of literature.

~dward Dolch, Helpin~ Handiea~ed Children in School
(Champaign, Ill.: Garrardress, 19~~), p. 292.
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Questionnaires l sent to students Who had completed their
high school careers in the last ten years revealed that:
(a) "they are poor readers; (b) they are not
critical thinkers; admit they do not know the difference between facts and propaganda, opinion and
prejudice; (c) they have little understanding of
th~ world scene and their relations tq it; (d) they
wish their spelling and English, in general, were
better; (e) their· nee d for research is zero; (f) they
seem to have no thought of literature as being a
part of English.
However, results obtained from college students revealed
that they "read for their professions, not for the idea of
how to understand themselves or their neighbors, or for life
enhancement. ,,2
The average child, the

~riter

believes, needs to have

his interests stimulated, too, as he is usually capable of
making greater progress than his school work may indicate.
Perhaps, he is accustomed to having to sit back and listen
to the better students do most of the reciting, since teachers are prone to depend upon superior students to make the
class recitations more interesting.
We may conclude, then, the writer believes; that under
the usual system of placing all students of different levels
in the same classroom, all students may develop poor work
habits and poor attitudes which may carry through school and
throughout life.
lNationa.l Council of Teachers of English, A Report of
the Coromi ttee on Engli sh in Terminal Secondary English,
"Terminal and Preparatory," The English Journal, XLIII
(December, 1954), 489.
2Loc • cit.
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Kirkl says, tt'l'he slow-learning child is incapable of
keeping up with his classmates and therefore requires a modified curriculum for his maximum growth and development. n
riments show that the

It • • •

Expe-

mentally retarded child learns more

slowly and retains less than normal children. n2

Observations

indicate that his interests and abilities are similar to
normal children of the same mental rather than chronological
age, and that he prefers younger children for playmates.
The slower student, who is constantly being reminded of
his inferiority and failure, in many cases, may have already
become a disciplinary problem, because his defensive mechanism
demands that he get attention in some way.

Kirk3 says, ttA

behavior problem has been defined as the discrepancy between
theeapaci ty of a ehildto perform, and the requirements of
the environment."
Moreover, the slower student, the writer believes, if
placed in a group on his own level, will gain confidence in
himself.

He will be encouraged by seeing his own progress

and "feelinglt of success, instead of constant frustration
and failure; and he Will, in

t~e,

become a more resource-

ful and responsible citizen than he might otherwise be.
In each of the groups mentioned, many individual differences will still be found which will require the teacher's
IKirk, 2£. cit. , p. 1.
2Ibid. , p. 9.
3I bid. , p. 103.
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skill and ingenuity in helping each child to develop his
abilities to a much higher degree..

Mr. Floydl states:

In any fourth, fifth, or sixth grade class,
pupils will be found Who are able to read only
second grade material, while others are able to
read eighth or ninth grade material •••• Obviously,
it is impossible for any teacher to teach thirtyf-ive to forty-five children effectively in a period
of forty o~ fifty minutes a day when such great
range~ of achievement exist.
Therefore, reading programs on different levels have
been instituted in several elementary schools in Joplin.
Two accelera.ted groups in English are' now under experimentation in the senior high school.

Since these experimental

groups have shown marked improvement, a similar reading program seems to be needed on the junior high school level.
Methods of Research
In attempting to find a solution to this problem, the
writer conducted studies and research of various kinds.
First of all, investigations were made to further establish
the need for this problem.

Then a search for the choice and

kinds of materials was the next step in the procedure.
investigations included:

These

reading of professional and current

magazine articles; examining of textbooks, manuals, work
books and reference books; having discussions and conferences
with the assistant superintendent in charge of curriculum,
leecil Floyd, "Meeting Children's Reading Needs in the
Middle Grades: A Preliminary Report, It ~ Elementarl School
Journal, LV (October, 1954), 99.
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other teachers, parents, and children; and evaluating results
and progress of published and unpublished experiments.

Some

of the books listed were chosen by pupils of Eastmorland
Elementary School, who are divided according to reading ability; some books were designated by students of East Junior
High School as their choice of reading material.

Recommended

book lists were consulted by the writer, and additional reference material was sought.
Consideration of the writer's own teaching experience was
a basis for some of the material.

The pupil's need, interest,

and ability to assimilate information on the different levels
was the most important factor in determining material that
may be appropriate for use in the teaching of reading in the
seventh and eighth grades.
Scope and

L~itations

It would be impossible to include in one problem all of
the material needed in the teaching of reading to all seventh
and eighth grade students on three levels.
necessity, will be

lim.1te~

This problem, of

to the listing of suggestions for

many types and examples of materials that may be appropriate
for use in the teaching of reading on three levels:

slow-

learner, average or normal, and accelerated students •
. In preparation for such a program, careful consideration of the following items are used in some

~oplin

elemen-

tary schools for dividing children into the three gr'o ups

8
mentioned:
1. Results of

I.~.

tests.

2. Results of previous I.Q. and achievement tests.

3. Previous school records.

4.

Teachers' knowledge of children.

5.

Cumulative record data.

6. Standardized tests over basic reading skills.
New tests over basic material given at the end of the
semester aid in determining progress, evaluating the program,
and making recommendations for improvement.
The material in this problem is being planned in an
attempt to help meet present and future needs in local
schools.

However, it is hoped that it might prove useful

in similar situations.

CHAPTER II

RELATED RESEARCH
Importance o£

Vocabul~

Training

The following quotations from Beery and strang seem to
show that the acquisition o£ an adequate vocabulary is necessary in order that the reader may comprehend and interpret
what he reads.

There£ore, various re£erence materials are

listed by the writer in the following chapter, as well as
some basic and recreational reading on the different levels.
Althea Beeryl states:
The possession of a rich fund of word meanings is
a prerequisite to adequate comprehension and interpretation in reading. An adequate meaning vocabulary is
essential to intellectual maturity ••• and the entire
school program should be examined to determine how it
contributes to the acquiring of vivid, accurate concepts •••• Factors determining vocabulary growth are:
general capacity and level of maturation of child,
nature and variety o£ his experience, child's curiosity about words, and instruction in vocabulary which
the child receives.
A basic vocabulary, according to Strang,2 represents
the "key to important concepts in all subjects."

There£ore,

a knowledge o£ key words, technical or general, is "essential
to comprehension."

tiThe reader's understanding is blocked

by unfamiliar words."

The extent of his vocabulary and his

lAlthea Beery, "Development of Reading Vocabulary and
Word Recognition," ForiY-Et~h Yearbook, National Society
for the Study of Educat on C · cago: The University of
Chicago Press}, p. 172.
~

Co.,

2Ruth strang, Problems in the Improvement of Readins in
School and COltege (Lancaster, Pa.: Science-Press Printing

1940), P:-71.
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reading ability are tfinteractive factors limiting or extending each other."
strangl says,
Thought is likewise facilitated by a wide and
precise vocabulary end races through familiar fields,
anticipating words end phrases •••• Interpretations,
criticisms or conclusions are anticipated. Reading
becomes swift end skillful. The extension and refinement of word meanings not only aid thinking and increase
reading efficieney but also open to the student wider
fields of knowledge.
The dictionary definition is not sufficient to give a
ttfunctioning knowledge!! of a word.

"To be fully understood,

it should become a part of our experience by being pronounced,
written, read, and used in a variety of contexts. tt2
tfThis ever-increasing reading vocabulary enlarges the
individual's environment, widens his experience of the unknown, supplies food for thought, and becomes part of the
process of thinking."3
The writer thinks that sufficient study to acquire a
basic reading vocabulary and an understanding of its many
"interpretations, criticisms, and conclUSions," does not
seem pOSsible under the present system of

pla~ing

all chil-

dren of varying degrees of ability in one classroom.
lIbid., p. 78.
2Loe. cit.

-

3Loe • cit.

-
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Appreciation of Literature
Since questionnaires l show that terminal students '·seem
totally unaware of the value which literature offers throughout life," Louise Bennett 2 believes that "teachers must not
fail to get pupils to know and reel and value the humanizing
influence of literature."
"In order to grow in reading power," Miss Bennett3
declares, "pupils need guidance and stimulation. tt

For

instance, in teaching Silas Marner, she suggests asking the
pupils if they have ever felt "unjustly punished or wrongfully accused. 't

Then by further explanation that Silas

Marner suffered such an injustice, Ita link is established
between the lives of the pupils and that of the book character."

To arouse fUrther interest, describe the book as

a "mystery story," containing "robbery, horse-racing, sudden
disappearance of one of the leading characters, and a love
story."

Scenes from the story may be dramatized.

"Later in

a panel discussion, pupils may decide whether Eppie's choice
of a father was right or whether Godfrey Cass was punished
sufficiently for his wrong doing."
lSupra, p.

4.

2Louise Bennett, "Experiences with Literature," The
Journal, XLIII (December, 1954), 501.

~ngli8h

3Loc • cit.

-
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As a part of literary appreciation, the writer thinks
that the normal or accelerated students should understand
that often-times a "story links historical background with
the setting and development of characters •••• The elements
of style, however, such as:

foreshadowing, symbolism, and

figurative language" may receive more emphasis in an accelerated group of students.

Films are often available which may

later be evaluated by panel discussion, "sharing with others
their experiences in the book and pictures. nl
The writer believes that if the needs of different levels
and varying abilities are to be met, children should be surrounded with many kinds of books.
Elizabeth Rose 2 says:
Junior high school is a transition period from
juvenile children's reading to adult reading. Yet
the anthologies are filled with poems that have nothing
to do with the affairs of young adolescents; with
great short stor~es that deal with important crises
of life, calling for the reader's ability to generalize far beyond the understanding and experience
of most adolescents.
Margaret Edwards 3 is quoted by Rose as saying, "'Until
the coming of the teen-age story, such books as Sue

Barton~

Student Nurse, The Iron Duke, and Seventeenth Summer, the
young adolescent had little to read.
grown

t It

A boy who has

!2! Sawyer may not always be ready for Mutiny

t1,

out-

~ ~

1 Loc. cit.
2Elizabeth Rose, "Literature in the Junior High," The

~ngllsh

Journal, XLIV (March, 1955), 142, 143.

3Loc. cit.
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Bounty'."
Going

~

Many young people enjoy reading Double Date or
Sixteen or Elizabeth Gray's Sandy, according to

Miss Ed-wards. l
"Some accelerated teen-agers from literate families,
girls of twelve or thirteen with good minds but unawakened
emotions

0 ••

wish to become adult readers."

For them there are

"'some good uncomplicated biographies and travel books',"
also some Utstories of girls who have dates'

.'t

For boys,

there are tt'teen age, interesting stories of sports and
adventure'," placing the "'emphasis on character' .n2
Clues as to what a student may be led to read can be
found through discussion of reading experiences by inquiring
about his favorite books, television programs, and comic strip
characters.
nOne of the teacher's most difficult problems,n Ros~3
feels, "is that of helping young people learn to discuss
their books with insight and understanding. It
that they learn to do two things:

It is important

first, that they "learn

ways of finding time and place of the story" and that they
understand characters in the setting, against the backdrop
of time and place."
The reading program should provide not only for class
group and small-group discussion, but nit should also include
lIbid., p. 143.
2 Ibid ., pp. 146, 11t-7-

3Ibi d., p. 147.
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time for the teacher to have a private conference with the
student about his book instead of time spent on book reports,"

R~sel declares.
"Finally, reading guidance requires reading records.
The classroom should contain files sufficient to keep a continuous record of what the student is reading in social science,
science, and other subjects,"

80

the person will eventually

feel that he is "becoming educated through reading.,,2
In order that the reader understand and appreciate literature, the writer agrees that the teacher should provide sufficient background of facts so that the student may have some
concept of time and place.
Dwi gh t Burton3 thinks:
Time and place concepts, which remain perennial
reading problems, may be sharpened and enriched through
reading imaginative literature. The events in American
history or the Revolutions;roy War will seem much less
remote if some carefully selected novels are provided ••••
A wealth of American regional writing, at all levels
of maturity, and literature set in other countries,
provide opportunity for vicarious contemporary living
which no amount of textbook material can supply.
"One superior group of students also reading "literature
for social development," developed a unit around the theme
I'The Effect of Environment upon Personality and Thought.«
Another group, rural high school students, during a presidential
ILoc. cit.
2Loc • cit.
3nwight L. Burton, ttLiterature for Social Development,"
The English Journal, XLIII (May,· 1954), 231-234.
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campaign wondered about the talk about "rural vote" and the
way of looking at things as distinguished from "big city moods."
This group organized a nuni t s.round rural-urban life and led
students to find what literature had to say about differences
between culture of small towns and ls.rge cities. ttl
Arthur Giddings 2 describes another method of using the
social approach in teaching literature by classifying the
material under the following headings:

Illoyalty, honesty,

industry, love, humility, pioneering, cultural improvement,
and plain life."
Giddings3 believes that a "serious novel can be ••• the
most successful approach in making students aware of What
good literature can do for them in a practical way," although
he also believes that "it is ' still necessary for every class
to form its course around an anthologic core."
"Few of us are equipped to do a good job with beauty;
nearly all of us are equipped to do a @Ood job with social
approach to literature, tt according to Giddings.J4-

"We can

bring more life to the classroom and be more alive ourselves
if we approach literature as a fascinating and clarifying
reflection of life as seen by people who are really looking
for it."
lLoc. cit.
~

2Arthur T. Giddings, "Notes on Teaching of Literature,tt
English Journal, XLIII (May, 1954), 240-243.
3Loc. cit.

4LOce

cit.
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Another teacher offers his plan for meeting what he calls
the "failure in teaching literature."

Roy Mccall l says:

Our first point of failure in teaching literature
lies in the incompetence of teachers of literature to
read aloud. Not one in ten (teachers) ••• can make
literature come alive through the instrument of voice ••••
Poetry in particular iswrltten to be read aloud.
Both its beauty and its meaning are dependent on the
proper use of sound to bring it into full being.
"This failure, It Mccal1 2 believes, Itis due to the fact
that teachers are not properly trained to read literature,
and also that they spend all their time talking about literature, analyzing the forces which made it, and noting the
characteristics which cause it to be good, great, weak, or
strong."

"Or they read it badly" and thus cause the pupils

to develop a dislike for it (particularly poetry).
The selection of works to be studied is also an important factor.

McCal13 says, "Often teachers exclaim about

the beauty of literature as seen from intellectual heights"
forgetting that the pupils have no preparation for this
appreciation unless simpler, more interesting or dramatic
selections are introduced firsto
Mccall4 believes also, that ample opportunity ~s not
provided for students to read aloud, to "show through intelligent reading to their classmates their appreciation of
selections studied."
IRoy McCall, ttTaking ~iterature Out of Cold storage, tt
The English Journal, XLIV (January, 1955), 30-32.
2Ibid. J p.30.
3Ibid., p. 31.
4Ibid., p. 32.
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Reading for the Slow Learner
The writer believes that studies by Kirk and results of
experiments by Monroe show that it may be unjust to the retarded readers to place them in the same classroom with students of varying reading abilities.
Kirkl says, "It would be futile to prepare mentally
retarded children for appreciation of better literature and
scientific materials, since these children will not attain
the level of literary appreciation or scientific thinking
reached by mentally normal adults."
Free reading should be provided for the mentally retarded, consisting of simple but interesting stories on a
'variety of topics end varying degrees of difficulty."

These

pupils "should not be forced to answer a variety of questions
related to the books as it may halt the interest. tt2
ftMost mentally retarded children are not in special
classes but are in the regular elementary schools. They are
considered laggards or lazy children, because they are unable
to keep up with the requirements of the grade. n

'?bey are

usually passed on to the next gTsde because of age and
"consequently are denied the opportunity to progress.")
lKirk, ~. cit. , pp. 137-143.
2Ibld. , p. 131.

3Ibid. , p. 141.
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Monroe,l as quat ed by Kirk, has found a "method of determining whether or not a child is a rea.ding disability case n
regardless of whether the child is mentally superior, normal,
or rets.rded.
The following figure "gives a graphical representation
of the relation of reading to the other factors."

FIG, 1 EDUCATIONAL PROFILE
GRADE C.A M.A. ARITH. SPELL.

8

READING G-H-M-I-W

13-6

7

.12-6

6
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5

,16-6
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.3

8-6

2

7-6

I

.<11

6-6
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\

1\

. ~

-

~

~

'Is

Sease A-4th grade boy, 10
and 8 mo • old. I QM.A.-IO-B. In arithmetc computationne is in
the fourth-grade. In reading and spelling he is in
high first or beginning second grade. The average
child with I.Q. of 100 and mental age of ten is usually

100 and

1. Ibid., p.

145, quoting Monroe, Children Who cannot

Read, cn:-II.
2Ibid., p. 146.
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in the fifth grade in reading. This boy's reading
ability is three years below his mental capacity
and he is therefore considered a severe case of
reading disability.

Ff,(1;;2 EDUCATIONAL PReJ1FI'LE

GlrAO'E (.A. M.A. A'RITH. SPELL.
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{
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Sease B.-Boy in 3rd grade, 11 yr
old. M.A.-7-8,
I.Q,.-70. Arithmetic also seconagra . e lever: - I n spelling and reading tests, he scored second grade.
Children seven years and eight months old are expected to be in the second grade. Therefore, although
this boy is retarded in reading as compared to calendar
age, he 1s not considered a rea.ding disability case
because his .~ntal capacity does not warrant more
than second grade reading achievement.
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FIG."3 .EDUCATIONAL PROFILE
GRADE

c.A. M.A.

8

13-6

7

12-6

6
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.s/
I

ARITH. SPELL
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READING G·H-M·I·W

~

10-6 ~

9-6

.3

8-6

2

7-6

1

6-6

\- ..-'\
\
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aease C-boy 12 yrs. old with I.~. of 75 and mental
;ge of 9 on Stanford Binet. He was promoted to the
ourtn grade because he is capable of fourth grade
arithmetic. His readin~ and Sihlling are cons stently
in the first frade. Alhough
is boy is mentally
retardea, hes considered a reading disability cs.se
because his ment al age and his arithmetic warrant
fourth grade achievement. His reading abili t{ is
two and ~ ~ years below his other capac! iiS.
Kirk 2 continues:
It should be remembered, however, that special
classes for mentally retarded. children are usually
small, consisting of 15 or 20 children. Special
classes have been reduced in size to enable the
lIbid., p. 148.
2Ibid., p. 19.
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teacher to give individual attention to the children.
Consequently, much remedial work can be done in a
special class it it is properly organized.
Experiment in Ability Grouping
The writer believes that research, teaching experience,
and experiments conducted by local schools, also seem to
justify the division of pupils into various groups according
to reading ability.
The following experiment in grouping pupils according
to reading ability in one of the Joplin elementary schools
is described by Cecil Floyd. l
"During the past four years," wri tea Mr. Floyd, "we
in the Joplin public sehool system have been diligently at
work on the readin.g curriculum."

Even though modern materials

and methods of instruction have been used, it was "realized
that all children were not being given the opportunity to
progress according to their potential rates and abilities.
Some were not being sufficiently challenged, while others
were still reading or attempting to read, on the

f~ustration

level."
It was "decided to conduct an experiment during the
second semester of the 1952-53 school year in Grades IV,
V, VI of the Irving Elsmen tary School, tt Mr. Floyd2 relates.
lFloyd,

££. cit., pp. 99, 100.

2Ibid ., p. 100.
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Several planning sessions were held by the principal
and teachers to select the materials and methods to be used.
It was decided that the first important step was to
"determine the reading levels."

This was accomplished by

the following methods:
1. Administering of Iowa Every-Pupil Test of
Basic Skills, Tes~ Silent Readi~omprehension,
Form L. Grades 3-S-and Grades 5-9.
2. Administering of I.Q. tests.
3. Considering information obtained from the following
sources:
a.
b.
c.
d.

previous school records.
teachers' knowledge of children.
results from ~evious tests.
cumulative record data.

The second step was to plan a tlbasal instructional
period. n

In order that

It

all pupils raIl into a narrow

reading range, ft it was determined that nine groups were
needed although only five teachers were available for instruction.

The following table shows the division of fourth,

fifth, and sixth grade pupils according to reading levels.
The third step of the experiment was to establish a
"recreational reading period" of an additional twenty minutes
spent in the regular classrooms where the pupils received
guidance from the teachers in the selection of books; they
drew illustrations, and took part in class discussions.
Step number four was to purchase new reading material for
the pupils from grade one through grade seven, in order to
avoid frustration rrom former reading experiences.
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TABLE I1
GROUPS ESTABLISHED ACCORDING TO
READING-GRADE LEVELS

Teacher and Group
Teacher 1

Gra.de Range
7.92

- 9.2

5.6
6.5

6·4
-- 6.9

Teacher 2
Group 1
Group 2
Teacher ·3
Group 1
Group 2
Teacher

5.3

- 5.5

4.0

3.0

3.9
-- 4.3

1.1

-- 2.9

4

Group 1
Group 2
Teacher

4.4 - 5.2

5

Group 1
Group 2

1.8

1.7

1~., p. 101.

Fifth, the parents were invited to a meeting to be given
&1

explanation of the plan, and they were asked to "cooperate

and help evaluate the results."
As a sixth step, an assembly was called for anexplanation to the pupils of the new reading program. as a "new and
interesting plan" that was to be tried.
In conjunction with this experiment, it was decided that
instead of using the usual mark given in reading, to experiment
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with report cards.

The card used in Floyd'sl experiment pro-

vides for space for the teacher to write comments concerning
the pupil's progress in the following areas.
1. Word skills ..
2. Oral reading.

3. Silent reading.

4.

Number of reereational and supplementary books
read.

5.

Suggestions and remarks.

6. Space for signature and comments by parents.
Throughout the experiment an attempt was made to "evaluate
objectively and subjeetively," Floyd 2 states.
The results, after four months of experimentation, show
that the "reading grade levels ranged from 2.2 to 10.5. n

The

average gain in grade levels for the fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades, are computed in the following table.
Favorable comments were received from pupils and parents
alike.

The teachers' reactions were also favorable.

As a result of Flo~d's3 experiment, pupils were "noticeably interested and enthusiastic, and work in the various
content SUbjects also improved."

Perhaps more important is

the following remark by the author:

"The progress and enthu-

siasm of those who possessed superior reading ability were
1 Ibid., p. 102.
2Loe. cit.

3Ibid., p. 103.
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marked.

Orten these pupils are the most retarded in the

terms or ability, and their acceptance of the challenge
was gratifying. It
i,
Further experimentation followed, and results now are
being tabulated.
TABLE III
AVERAGE GAIN IN READING-GRADE LEVEL FOR EACH GRADE
AFTER FOUR MONTHS OF INSTRUCTION
---y

Grade

At Begirming
of Experiment

4

4.25

4.9

6.5

5
6

5.3

6.17

8.7

6.3

7.65

13.5

1 Ibid., p. 102.

At End
of ExperiIiient

Gain in Months

CHAPTER III
SUGGESTED MATERIALS FOR SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADE
READING ON THREE LEVELS
Materials for Slow Learners
Basic Readers:
(Grades 2 and 3)
Russell, David H. and Wulfing, Gretchen, Friends Far and Near.
Chicago: Ginn and Co., 1953. 322 pp.
(Grade

4)

Bond, Guy L. and Cuddy, Marie e., Meeting New Friends.
Lyons and Carnahan, 1950. 408 pp.
(Grade

Chicago:

5)

Russell, David H., MoCullough, Constance M., and Gates, Doris.
Trails to Treasure. Chicago: Ginn and Co., 1953. 419 pp.
(Grade 6)
Gray, William S. end Arbuthnot, May Hill., peollle end Progress.
Chicago: Scott. Foresman and Co., 1941.80 pp.
Work Books:
(Grades 2, 3, and

4)

Phonics We Use. Book C.
(Grade

Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1951.

5)
Reading Skills, Book A.

New York: Laidlaw Brothers,

Developing Reading Skills, Book B.

New York: Laidlaw Brothers,

DevelO~ing

1

53.

(Grade 6)

1953.
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Materials for Special Instruction in Reading for
Mentally Retarded, 13-16:
Road maps.
Telephone books.
Time tables ..
Graphs.
Newspapers and magazines.
Necessary reference material.
Recreationsl Reading:
(Grade 4--Easy Reading)
Chandler, Edna. Walker, Cowboy Sam and the Indians.
Beckley-Cardy Co., 1954: J:27 pp.-

New York: Simon

Kean, Edward, ~OWdy ~51dY and C1arabell.
and Schus er, 1
• )O'pp.
"'lerner, Jane,A1ice in Wonderland.
Schuster, 1951.-30 pp.
--

Chicago:

New York: Simon and

(Grade 5--Easy Reading)
Becker, Charlotte, A C~~5~ in the Family.
Messner and Co:,
.--6~p.

New York: Julian

Becker, Charlotte and Others, Stories for Fun.
Charles Scribner 1 s Sons, 1941. 2~p:-Brown, Mitchell, Farm and CitZ.
1944. 174 PP:-- Brown, Paul, bony School.
1950. 6 pp.

New York:

Boston: D. C. Heath and Go.,

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,

Kepes, Juliet, Five Little Monkeys.
and Co., l~ 33 pp.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Justus, May, Hurrah for Jerry Jake.
and Co., 1945. b4 pp.
-

Chicago: Albert Whitman

(Grade 6--Easy Reading)
Distorius, A., What Horse Is It? Chicago: Wilcox and Follett
and Co. ,19$2. 24 pp:- -- .
Gates, A. I., Planes for Bob and tndy.
Macmillan CompanY;-l~.~4 pp.

New York: The
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Renick, James and Marion, TOMml Carries the Ball.
Charles Scribnerts Sons, 1940. 78 pp. ---Weisgard, Leonard, Down Huckleberry Hill.
Scribner's Sons:-I947. 9 pp. ----

New York:

New York: Charles

(Grade 4--Medium)
Bulla, Clyde Robert, Star of Wild Horse Canyon.
Thomas Y. Crowelr-co.;-l~ 86 pp.
Jackson, C. Paul, Little Leafger.s First Uniform.
Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
52. 99 pp.
James, Will, . COWbO~ in the Making.
Sons, 1951.
1 pp.
Palmer, Robert, Ship's Dog.
28 pp.

New York:
New York:

New York: Charles Scribner's

New York: Grosset and Dunlap_

Tousey, Sanford, Ned and the Rustlers.
Whi tman and Co., -r94~ 32 pp.

Chicago: Albert

(Grade 5--Medium)
Bryant, Bernice, PIS and~.
Inc., 1953. -rb4 pp.

Indianapolis:

James, Will, ~60ky, the Cow Horse.
Sons, 19 • 30~p:-Rushmore, Helen, Ponca Cowboy.
Co., 1952. 175-ppo

Bob~s-Merrill

Co.,

New York: Charles Scribnerts

New York: Harcourt, Brace and

Walden, Amelia Elizabeth, Victory for Jill.
Morrow and Co., 1953. 246 pp-.- - -

New York: Wm.

(Grade 6--Medium)
Chast, Madge L., ¥7§ght Days.
Co., 1952.
pp.

New York: Harcourt, Brace and

Dick, Trella S., Tornado Jones.
Co., 1953. 286 pp.

Chicago: Wilcox, Follett and

Johnson, J. R., Mountain Bobcat.
Co., 1953. 160 pp.

Chicago: Wilcox, Follett and

warner, G., Yellow House MYstery.
191 pp.

Chicago: Whitman Co., 1952.
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Wolfe, Louis, Clear the Track.
Co., 1952. 181 pp.

Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott

'CGrade 4--More Difficult Reading)
Horn, Madeline D., Farm on the Hill.
Scribner's Sons:-I9)b.--;8 pp.

New York: Charles

Leighton, Margaret, The Story of Florence Nightingale.
York: Grosset ana-Dunlap,-r952. 180 pp.
Simon, Charlie May, Long Hunt.
Co., 1953. 152 pp. - -

New

New York: E. P. Dutton and

Young, John R.,Arabian Cow Horse.
and Co., 1953. 256 pp.

Chicago: Wilcox, Follett

(Grade 5--More Difficult Re.a ding)
Beals, Frank Lee. Chief Black Hawk.
ing Co., 1943. 252 pp. ----

Chicago: Wheeler Publish-

Lansing. Marion, Makers of the Americas.
Heath and Co., 1951-. 4b8 pp.
Lawson, Robert, Mr. Revere and I.
Co., 1953. --r52 pp..
-

Boston: D. C.

Boston: Little" Brown and

Rietveld, Jane, Wild Dog. Chicago: Wilcox, Follett and Co.,
1953. 189- pp ..
(Grade 6--More Difficult Reading)
Cobb, T. y., Gene Schoor.
175 pp. Falk, Elsa, log Island.
1953.
91 pp.

New York: Julian Messner, 1952
Chicago: Wilcox, Follett and Co.,

Materials for Normal Readers
Basic Readers and Work Books:
(Grade 7)
Gray, Wm., Pooley. Robert C., and Wolcott, Fred G., Paths
and ,P athfinders. (Basic readers with teacher's
e<rrtion) Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1946.
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Gray, Wm., Pooley, Robert C., and Wolcott6 Fred G., Thinkand-Do
-Work
- Book.
- Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co.
Tower-Russel-west, Prose and poetrY--Adventures.
L. W. Singer Co., 19S7
Gates, Beery, Crossen, Here and Everywhere.
Macmillan Comp811Y, J:"9';1":--

New York:

New York: The

(Grade 8)
Gray-Monroe-Arbuthnot, Wonders and Workers. (Basic Readers
8 with teacher's edition) -COicago: Scott, Foresman
and Co., 1947.
Gray-Monroe-Arbuthnot, Think-and-Do Book.
Foresman ,and Co., 1945. - - -- -

Chicago: Scott,

Materials for Fast Readers
Basic Readers and Work Books:
(Grade 7)
Gray-Monroe-ArbuthnQt, Wonders and Workerse (Basic Readers
8 with teacher'S edition) -cEicago: Scott, Foresman and
Co., 1947.
Gray-Monro e-Arbuthnot, Think-end-Do Book.
Foresman and Co., 1945. - -

Chicago: Scott,

(Grade 8)
Pooley, Poley, Leyda, Zellhoeter, Good Times Through Literature. Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1951.
Pooley, Poley, Leyda, Zellhoeter, Think-It-Through Work Book 6
Book I (Grade 9). Chicago: Scott, Foresman ancrco.Reference Books:
(Encyclopedias and

Di~tionaries)

+Abridged Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature.
York: Wilson, H. W.,-r953.

New

+Adams, James Truslow, Editor, Album of American RistORe
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944-49. 5 va s.
+More challenging.
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Adams, James Truslow, Editor, Atlas of American History.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1943. 360 pp.
Current BiOgraph!. New York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1953.
Service bas s.
*Kernitz, Stanley Jasspon and Haycroft, Howard, Editors,
Junior Book of Authors, 2nd ed., rev. New York:
H. W. WIISOniCompany, 1951. 309 pp.
+Mawson, ChrlstopherOrlando Sylvester, Editor, Roget's
International Thesaurus, new ed., rev. and reset.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1946. 1194 pp.
+Statesman t s Yearbook.

New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950.

+stevenson, Burton Egbert, Editor, Home Book of Quotations:
Classical and Modern, 6th ed.,-rev.~WYork: Dodd,
Mead and Co., Inc., ,19520 2812 pp.
*Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia.
1952. 15 vols.
+Encyclopedia of American History.
Brothers,-r953. 30 vols.

Chicago: F. E. Compton,
New York: Harper and

+Fowler, H. W., Editor, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage.
London: Oxford University Press,"""T9520 742 pp.

b,pp.

+Langer, Wm. Leonard, Editor, Encyclopedia of World Histor
rev. ed. Cambridge: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1948. 127
Official Manual of Missouri. Jefferson City: Von Hoffman
Press, Inc.-,-1953-54. 1390 pp.
'

+Webster's Dictionary of Synonyms. First Edition: A Merriam
Webster. Menosha, Wisconsin: The collegiate Press,
1942. 907 pp.
+Thompson, Oscar, Editor, International cyclo¥edia of Music
and Musicians, 5th ed., rev. and ed; edi ed by~icholas
Slominsky. New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., Inc., 1949.
2308 pp.
+U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
United States. Washington, D. C.: Government-Printing
Office, 1953.
*Easy reading.
+More challenging.
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+U. S. Congress, Official Consressional Directorl for the Use
of the United states Congress. Washington, D:-G.:----Government Prtiiting Office, 1953.
+U. S. General Services Administration, U. S. Government
orfanization Manual. Washington, D: c7: Government
Pr nting Office, 1953.
+Van Nostrgnd1s Scientific Encyclopedia, 2nd ed.
Van Nostrand, 1947. 17)00 pp.

New York:

Webster, Noah, ~ebsterls Biographical Dictionary: ! Dictiona~
of Names or Noteworthl Persons with Pronunciations and
Concise BIO'HraPhies. Springfie~Massachusetts:
Merriam, 19 3. 1697 pp.
+Yust, Walter, Editor, 1953 Britannica Book of the Year: A
Record of the Marcn-or Events of l~ -Chicago:-EIlcyc10ped'I"ilBri tannICa, 1953.- Webster's New Colleslate Dictionarl, Firth Edition, A MerriamWebster, 1951.
,

'Webster's New International Dictionarl of the English Lansuas;e,

-

1952. -

- -

Who's Who in America, Annual Publication.
Macmillan Co., 1944-1945.
'klorld Book Encyclopedia.

-

-

New York: The

Field Enterprises, 1952.

19 vols.

World Book Enclclopedia 1952 Annual Supplement: Reviewing
Important Events ana-Dive1opments of 1951.
+The New Dictionarl of American History. (eds.) Michael
--- Martin and Leonard Gelber. New YOrk: Philosophical
Library, 1952. 695 pp.
Magazines:
American Heritase (quarterly).
American Association for State and Local History,
73 MalnSt., Brattleboro, vt.
Aviation Week (weekly).
McGraw-Hill Publi~hing Co., Inc., 330 West 42nd st.
New York, New", York.
Current Biography (monthly except August).
H. W.Wilson Co., 950 University Avenue,
New York, New York.
+More challenging.
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Mechanix Illustrated (monthly).
Fawcett Publications, Inc., 61 West 44th st.
New York, New York.
National GeO~raphic MaraZine (monthly).
Nationa Geograph c Society, 1146 16th St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Reader's Digest (monthly).
Reader's Digest Association
Pleasantville, New York.
Senior Scholastic (weekly).
Scholastic Corporation, 351 4th Ave.
New York, New York.
Theatre Arts (monthly).
Stage Publications, Inc., 130 West 56th Street
, New York, New York.
United States News and World Report (weekly).
United States News Publishing Co., 24th and N. Sts., N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Recreational Reading

~or

Normal and Accelerated Readers

Animal Stories:
Balch, Glenn, Wild Horse.
Co., 1947:-Downey, Fairfax,
Sons, 1950.

~

New York: The Thomas Y. Crowell

of Destiny.

, Horses of Destinz.
1949.

--'S:-o~ns,

New York: Charles Scribner's

New York: Charles Scribner's

Farley, Walter, The Blood Bay Colt.
1950.
-

New York: Random House,

Fisher, Aileen, Tra~ed ~ the Mountain Storm.
Aladdin BOQKS, 950. --Henry, Marguerite, Album of Horses.
1951.
-*Meadowcroft, Enid L., Texas star.
Crowell Co., 1950.
*Easy reading.

New York:

Chicago: Rand McNally,
New York: Thomas Y.
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+Raswan, Carl R., Drinkers of the Wind.
straus and Young, Inc.;-l~.----

New York: Farrar,

caldwell, Frank, Wolf, The storm Leader.
Mead and Co. -;--I<j37-.-

New York: Dodd,

Darling, Esther B., 471dY of Nome.
Knopf, Inc., 19 •

New York: Alfred A.

Kipling, Rudyard, The Jungle Book.
Co., 1932.

New York: Doubleday and

London, Jack, The Call of the 'Wild.
Co., 1903:-- - -- *O'Brien, Jack, Silver Chief.
Co., 1933.
*Rush, William M., Duff.
1950.
---Salter, Felix, Bambi.

Philadelphia: John C. Winston

New York: Longmana, Green and Co.,

New York: Grosset and Dunlap, Inc., 1931.

Waldeck, Theodore J., White Panther.
Press, Inc., 1941.
Zim, Herbert S., Owls.

New York: The Macmillan

New York: The Viking

New York: Vim. Morrow and Co., 1950.

Art and Artists:
Chandler, Anna G., Story Lives of Master Artists.
J. B. Lippincott Co., 1953:Chase, Alice E., Famous Paintings.
Co., Inc., 1951.
Dean, Robert J., Living Granite.
1949.

New York: platt and Monk •
New York: The Viking Press,

Gipson, Katherine, Pictures to Grow Up With.
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., rg4~
-_ _~_, How to
Co., ~.

~,series.

~ore

challenging.

New York:

New York: Thomas Y.Crowel1

Lamprey, Louise, All the Ways of Building.
Macmillan Co:-;-lro.
*Easy reading.

Philadelphia:

New York: The
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+Marinaccio, Anthony and Osbun, B. H., Exploring the Graphic
Arts. Scranton: International Textbook, 194~
+Thack, Steven D., Pa1ntin6 as a Hobby.
and Brothers, 1937.
-- -----

New York: Harper

Biographies:
Baker, Rachel, The First Woman Doctor.
Messner, Inc7, 1944.

New York: Julian

*Bell, Margaret E., Kit Carson, Mountain Man.
Morrow and Co., Inc., 1952.
Bakeless, John, Fightin~ Frontiersman.
and Co., Inc., 194.
Brown, Marion Marsh, The ¥940~ Fox.
Westminister Press,
•

New York: Wm.

New York: Wm. Morrow

Philadelphia: The

+Carson, Julia M., Son of Thunder: Patrick Henry.
Wm. Morrow and Co., Inc., 1948.
Eaton, Jeanette, That Livelx Man, Ben Franklin.
Wm. Morrow a'ii<I'Co., Inc. -;-r94~
, Youn6 Lafayette.

New York:
New York:

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,

--"'"'1~9~32.

-:tFoster, Genevieve, Abrehsm Lincoln.
Scribner's Sons, 1950.
____~--, George Washington.
Sons, 1949.

New York: Charles

New York: Charles Scribner's

'}arst, Doris Shannon, Amelia Earhart.
Messner, Inc., 1943.

New York: Julian

l

Nolan, Jeannette e., o. He y " The story of William Sydney
Porter. New YorK: Ju ian Ne5sner, Inc." 1943.
____~__ , The storz of Clara Barton of the Red Cross.
York: JulIan Messner, Inc., 194I: --- --Stewart, Gilbert,eaptain John Smith.
Y. Crowell Co., 1946.Stevenson, o. J., The Talking Wire.
Inc., 1947.
*Ea.sy reading.
+.More challenging.

New

New York: The Thomas
New York: Julian Messner,
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Inventions and Inventors:
*Bechdolt, Jack, Going
Press, 1948.

~.

, Nachville: Abingdon-Cokesbury

Charnley, Mitchell, The Boys of the wright Brothers.
York: Harper ana-BrotherB; ~8.
Colby, Major C. B., Jets of the World.
Mccann, 1952. - --

New

New York: Coward-

Cooke, David C., loun, 'America's Aviation Manual.
Medill McBri e, 951.
Denman, Frank, Television, the Magic Window..
Macmillan Co., 1952. -

New York:

New York: The

*Eberle, Irmengarde, Famous Inventors for ~45ng People.
New York: Dodd, Mead and Go., Inc:;-l
•
Flaherty, John J., Television Story.
Lippincott Co., 1951.

Philadelphia: J. B.

Hartman, Gertrude, Machines and the Men Who Made the World
,
o~ Industry..
New York:--rne~ciiiITlan Co.;-;-l'947.
*Henry, Marguerite, Robert Fulton, Boy Craftsman.
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1945.

Indianapolis:

*Hagben, Lancelot, The First Great Inventions. Marie Naurath
and J. A. Lowerys, Lothrop, Owned and operated by
Crown, 1950.
Morgan, Alfred P., The ~Ol'h Book of 'E ngines, Motors and
Turbines. New Yor : C arIes Scribner's Sons, 1945:
Ross, Frank, Jr., Guided Missiles, Rockets and Torpedoes.
Lothrop, Owned and operated by Crown, ~l.
Wendt, Gerald, Atomic Energy and the Hydrogen Bomb.
York: Medi11 McBrra~ Co.;-r9~

New

Music and Musicians:
Bakeless, Katherine, story Lives of Great Composers.
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1953.
*Balet, Jan, What Makes an Orchestra.
Universi~ress, l~l.

*Easy reading.

New York: Oxford
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Bauer, Marion and Peyser, Ethel R., How Muslc Grew.
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1939:-Benet, Laura, Enchantins Jennz Lind.
and Co., 1939.
-

New

New York: Dodd, Mead

Boni, Margaret B., Fireside Book of Folk Songs.
Simon and Schuster, Inc:;-I947.----

New York:

Browning, Elizabeth Barrett, ttA Musical Instrument," The
Girls 1 Book of Verse, b~ Mary G. Davis, p. 103. --Coleman, Satis N., The Drum Book.
Inc., 1931.
--- ---- ----

New York: John Day Co.,

Dlke, Helen, Stories from the Great MetroEolitan Operas.
New York=- RandomtiO'iise;-Inc., 194).
Ewen, David, The stOry of Irving Berlin.
Holt and Co., Inc.~1~50.

New York: Henry

Freeman, Warren S. and Whittaker, Ruth W., Great
New York: Henry Schuman, Inc., 1952.
Johnson, Harriett, Your Career in Music.
Dutton Co., 19~
-

C~mposers_

New York: E. P.

Purdy, Claire L., He Heard America Sins- ,New York: Julian
Messner, Inc.-,-1940.
Sandys, E. V., The Biory of Peer ~.
Thomas Y. Crowe 1 Co., ~.
Swarthout, Gladys, Come Soon, Tomorrow!
Mead and Co., Inc.,--r%3.

New York: The
New York: Dodd,

*Wheeler, Opal, Paganini, Master of Strings.
E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., ~~--

New York:

Science Fiction:
French, paul, David Starr, Space Ranger.
and Co., 1952Greener, Leslle,

~

Ahead.

Heinlein, Robert, Space Cadet_
and Sons, 1948.
*Easy reading.

New York: Doubleday

New York: The Viking Press, 1951.
New York: Charles Scribner's
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Verne, Jules, The Jules ' Verne Omnibus.
Lippincott Co., 1951.
Wollheim, Donald A., Every ~fyr
New York: FrederIck Fe ,

Philadelphia:

i 9;r:--Book of Science

J. B.

Fiction.

Sports:
*Anderson, Forrest, Basketball TeChniques Illustrated.
York: A. S. Barnes and Co., 1952.
Bird, Dorothy, Granite Harbor.
1944.

New

New York: The Macmillan Co.,

Brier, Howard, Phantom Backfield.
1948.

New York: Random House,

Buchanan, Lamont, The stOry of Football in Text and Pictures.
,
New York: vanguar~ PresS; 1952.
- -*Chute, Beatrice ' J., Shift to the Right.
Macmillan Co., 1 ~44. - -

New York: The

Clymer, Eleanor, Treasure at Flrst Base.
end Co., 1950.
--

New York: Dodd, Mead

Decker, Duane, Fast Man on a Pivot. , New York:
and Co., l~ - - -- Di Maggio, Joe, Baseball for Everyone.
Hill Book Co., 1948.--Durant, John, The Yankees.

New York: Hastings House, 1949.
Boston: Houghton

+Frison-Roche, Roger, First on the Rope.
Hall, Inc., 1950.
- Graham, Frank, Lou Gehrig, Quiet Hero.
Putnam's Sons, 1942.
of~.

Henry, Marguerite, Born to Trot.
Company, 1950.---- -- ---*Easy reading.
+More challenging.

Morrow

New York: McGraw-

Flood, Richa.rd, The Fighting ,Southpaw.
Mifflin Co.;-r9~9.

Grombach, John V., The Sa.sa
Noble, 1949.

Wm~

New York: PrenticeNew York: G. P.

New York: Barnes and

Chicago: Rand McNally and
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+Rice, Grantland and Powell, Harford, The Omnibus of Sport.
New York: Harper and Brothers, 19)2:
-Rich, Louise D., Start of the Trail.
Lippincott Co., 19~.--Stapp, Arthur D., Escape .2!! Skis.
Co., 1949.

Philadelphia: J. B.

New York: Wm. Morrow and

Stern, Bill, Bill Stern's Sport Quiz Book.
Messner,-rnc., 1950.
---- ---Tunis, John R., All American.
Co., 1942. -

New York: Julian

New York: Harcourt Brace and

Van Riper, Guernsey, Knute Rockne, YounS Athlete.
Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1952.

Indianapolis:

Science and Scientists:
Audubon, John J., Birds of America.
Co., 1950.
--

New York: The Macmillan

Bendick, Jeanne, Electronics for Young People.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1947.
Bischof, George P., Atoms at Work.
and Co., Inc., 1951. - -

New York:

New York: Harcourt, Brace

Coggins, Jack and Pratt, Fletcher, ~ Space Ship to the Moon.
New York: Random House, Ine., T9S2:
-- --- - Ditmars, Raymond L., The Book of Insect Oddities.
J. B. Lippincott-CO.~3E7

Philadelphia:

Freeman, Mae B. and Freeman, Ira M., Fun with Science.
York: Random House, Inc., 1943. -Geer, Joseph, EVerYbOd~t s Weather.
.
Lippincott Co., ~44.

Philadelphia: J. B.

Holmes, David C., Young peo~le's Book of Radar.
Medill McBride Co., 19 1.
-----Lewellen, John B., You and
Press, Inc., l~.

Ato~

Mason, George F., Animal Homes.
Inc., 1947.
+More challenging.

New

Energy.

New York:

Chicago: 'C hildrents

New York: Wm. Morrow and Co.,
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Morgan, Alfred P., A First Electrical Book for Boys.
York: Charles ~crlbnerts Sons, 19~--Poole, Lynn, Today's Science and You.
Book Co., Inc., 1952.
--- ---

New

New York: MCGraw-Hill

Potter, Robert D., !oung PeOale' s Book of Atomic EnerQ.
New York: Dodd, Mead an Co.,-rnc., 1952.
Reed, William Maxwell, The Earth for Sam.
Brace and Co., Inc:;-1931. -----, The Stars for Sem.
Inc., 1931:-----

-----C~o-.,

New York: Harcourt,

New York: Harcourt, Brace and

Other Recreational Readins:
Alcott, Louisa Mae, Old Fashioned Girl.
and Co., 1928. ------

Boston: Little, Brown

Allen, Merritt Parmelee, The Sun Trail.
Green and Co.
---

New York: Longmans,

Boylston, Helen D., Sue Barton, Student Nurse.

1936.

Clemens, Samuel, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, New York:
Heritage Press, 1936.
Colum, Padriac, Adventures of Odysseus.
Macmillan Co., 1918. -

New York: The

Cooper, James Fenimore, The Last of the Mohicans.
Charles Scribner's Sons~5r. Defoe, Daniel, Robinson Crusoe.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In attempting to find solutions to this problem, the
writer used mainly the interview and documentary methods.
The findings of this study are summarized below.

Most

schools classify students by grades according to chronological age and provide the same material, regardless of need,
interest, or ability to assimilate information.

The entire

curriculum has often been based on a standard below average,
in order to accommodate a small per cent of slow-learning

pupils, thereby causing less efficient work to be done by
most students, a general lack of interest and attention,
incentive and ambition.

The writer believes that merely

dividing the children on the basis of ability serves no
particular purpose unless, at the same time, the material
taught is suited to those abilities.

Since the slow-learn-

ing child cannot keep up with his classmates, he therefore
requires a modified curriculum for his maximum development.
It would be futile to attempt to teach the better literature
and scientific information to mentally retarded children,
since they do not attain the scientific thinking or literary
appreciation reached by mentally normal adults.

The acqui-

sition of an adequate vocabulary is necessary in order that
the reader comprehend and interpret what he reads.

Such a

progra. does not seem possible under the present arrangement
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of placing pupils of all levels in the same classroom.
Because of neglect of the bright child, he not only is denied
his right to develop his potential abilities, but he usually
acquires poor work-habits during school life.

The normal or

average reader also needs to have his interests stimulated
as he is usually capable of making greater progress than his
school work may indicate.

Results of experiments in an ele-

mentary school seem to prove that some readers are not being
sufficiently challenged while others are still reading on the
frustration level.

Further experiments showed that after a

four-month period of having children divided according to
reading ability, that pupils in the fourth grade gained an
average of 6.5 months, fifth grade pupils gained 8.7 months,
while sixth grade children gained 13.5 months.

More grati-

fying was the progress and enthusiasm of all students and
the improvement in the different content SUbjects.
The writer feels that the need for this problem has
been established through successful experiments and research
of various kinds, and she has attempted to :find solutions
to this problem.
Since the mentally retarded children do not attain the
reasoning ability or the literary appreciation reached by
mentally normal adults, while superior students are capable
of grasping material far beyond their grade, the writer
believes that is is unjust to all groups to place them togetl1er in one classroom.

Under such a plan, the slower
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pupils become railures, the average pupils lose interest and
the superior students reel no challenge or interest.

As a

result, all pupil. are apt to ror.m poor work habits and attitudes, and none may develop his potential abilities.

On the

other hand, the writer believes, that if the pupils are
divided according to reading ability and given an opportunity
to progress at their own rate of speed and comprehension,
that all stUdents will attain a much higher degree of efficiency and satisfaction.
Therefore, the writer recommends, not only that the
pupils be divided according to reading ability, but that
they be given more practical and appropriate materials
suited to the need and the ability of each pupil to assimilate such information, so that each pupil will have an opportunity to develop to a fuller capacity and thus become a
happy and useful citizen.
The writer further recommends that a similar plan of
organization be adopted in other fields of study, particularly in grammar, spelling, and mathematics.
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